Selected
Recent
Acquisitions

Geology Library


Hardin Library for the Health Sciences

AIDS and HIV materials. Through the generosity of the Iowa Site of the Midwest AIDS Training and Education Center, Hardin Library for the Health Sciences received a grant for $500 towards the purchase of library materials related to AIDS and HIV.


http://ir.uiowa.edu/bai/vol59/iss1
International Rural and Environmental Health. The Center for International Rural and Environmental Health and the Pioneer Seed Company granted $6,000 to the Hardin Library for the Health Sciences for the purchase of materials in support of the Center's teaching and research programs.


Pellier de Quengsy, Guillaume. Recueil de memoires et d’observations, tant sur les Maladies qui Attaquent l’oeil & les Parties qui l’environnement, que sur les moyens de les guerir. Montpellier, 1783. Gift of Dr. John Martin.


Speech Pathology and Audiology and related materials. Twenty-six new books on subjects related to speech pathology and audiology were added to the Hardin Library's collection this past year through the generosity of Dr. Hughlett Morris, professor of otolaryngology. Dr. Morris serves as book review editor for the ASHA Journal, and donates books received for review in the journal.


Main Library


Grant Wood. Panoramic photograph of the Grant Wood art colony at Stone City, early 1930s. Gift of Carolyn Stinson, San Diego, California, with the kind assistance of Norman Sage, Solon, Iowa.


Postcards. 12,633 different postcards with railroad or streetcar scenes from throughout the world organized by countries, states of the United States, and railroads. Gift of John P. Vander Maas.


Wilson, Angus. Seventeen books by the late English novelist, a book edited by him, a work of criticism, four magazines with relevant material, a catalog of Wilson manuscripts, plus five letters and five postcards from the author. Gift of Frederick P.W. McDowell.

http://ir.uiowa.edu/bai/vol59/iss1